I.1 European patent applications and international applications, which have entered the European phase, arranged in accordance with the International patent classification

legal basis

Art. 79 R. 49(2) EPC

data in PRS for

All entries in the European Patent Bulletin since number 1/78 (20.12.78)
first document affected EP 0000001; first entry in PRS on 20 December 1978
last document affected EP 0273744; last entry in PRS on 7 December 1988

field meaning

ymmd Date of issue of the European Patent Bulletin in which the notice is published.

country codes of the valid designated contracting states at the time of the publication.

code meaning

In the request for the grant of a European patent is to specify the designation of the contracting state or states in which protection for the invention is desired. A designation fee is to be paid for any of the designated states within 12 months after filing the European patent application or, if priority has been claimed, after the date of priority; in this latter case payment may still be made up to 6 weeks after filing if this period expires later. There is a period of grace of 2 months after the normal time limit is expired provided an additional fee is paid. Due to the extension of the time limits for the designation fee, some of the designated states advertised under the above-mentioned heading may become not valid.

Designations of Switzerland and Liechtenstein are to be taken for both countries even if only one has been designated in the application.

Up to the grant of the patent any designated state can be withdrawn. Modifications of the designated contracting states between the publication of patent documents (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2) are announced in section I.12 "Changes; Designated Contracting States" (see code EP P RBV).

INPADOC registered with this code the designated contracting states at the time the application was published and which were advertised in the bulletin under the above-mentioned section next to INID code 84.

This code is not in use any more it has been substituted by the codes EP P AK *, where * stands for a letter indicating the kind of publication (A1=publication with search report, A2=publication without search report, etc.).

see related codes
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EP P 273744
Information about legal status
CC TP DOC.NO. PRSDAT
EP P 273744 861226 AA JP 861226 A 86 312843 PRIORITÄT (PATENTANMELDUNG)
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